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MR. MACDONALD MADE MEMBER OF COUNCIL OF INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
SESSIONS OF 1929 PROBABLY TO BE HELD IN UNITED STATES

according to cablegrams received at the washington office
the United States delegation to the International Road Congress
at M'lan was warmly received and Mr. MacDonald, as the chairman
of the delegation, was made a member of the council.

He is reported to have announced that the United States
Congress will be urged to extend an invitation to the Permanent
Association to hold the 1929 sessions in the United States; and

Senator Aleert Mathjeu, of France, president of the association,
gave assurance that the invitation would ee accepted

.

The Congress , which opened at Milan on September 6, was

attended 3y two thousand delegates from fifty countr i es and five

continents and was by far the most successful ever held, indicat-
ing world-wide interest in all phases of highway development.

During the week of the Congress the American delegates
entertained the italian and other delegations and inspected roads
and motor plants in and about ml lan. m'jch of their t j me was

SPENT ON THE HISTORIC APP I AN WaY AND OTHER OLD ROMAN ROADS AND
the delegates were greatly interested in studying the way in

which the Romans provided for the slow-moving traffic of their day.

In a private audience granted the Americans by Mussolini
the premier asked them to convey a message to the United States
that they had seen a DISCIPLINED and tenacious people courageously
AT WORK AND DESIRING ONLY PEACE. NODDING ASSENT TO Mr .

MacDonald 1 s statement that as a result of modern highway trans-
portation THERE IS A NEW WAY OF LIVING AHEAD FOR THE MASSES,

Mussolini stated his conviction that motor roads must ee built

everywhere as railroads and carriage roads have been bu i lt in the

PAST.

|n his address to the final session of the congress at

Rome on September 13, the premier stated that Italy recognizes

that modern roads are essential to agriculture and commerce as

well as for international touring, and is determined to recreate

her ancient system along modern lines.
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In the closing hour of the congress Signor LuiggI,
president of the italian commission, declined to say goodbye,
saying instead that the delegates would renew their acquaintance
before long pr03 ably in the united states.

Before leaving for Vienna on September 15, the delegates
were granted an audience by the pope at the vatican.

one subject over which considerable controversy arose

during the meetings of the congress was the question of private

operation of government—subs i d 1 zed toll roads, a policy which

has been tried out successfully in some short stretches of
Italian road. This was the subject upon which Mr. MacDonald
PRESENTED A PAPER !N COLLABORATION WITH JOHN A. MacDONALD,
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER OF CONNECT ! CUT , AND Wm . G . SLOANE, CHIEF
engineer of the new jersey department. great britain and the

United States declined to adhere to a resolution commending the

Italian proposal as a general policy on the ground that the

construction of roads is a government function, and that the

roads should be open to the use of all, except in rare cases
where private construction might be expedient. in such cases,

however, it was the opinion of the american and english
Delegations that the roads should eventually be taken over by the

public. The resolution as finally adopted provided for all
view points.

All members of the American delegation were greatly
pleased by their enthusiastic reception and the generous
hospitality accorded them. from vienna, their first stop
after leaving rome , the delegation will continue with a survey

OF TRAFFIC AND ROAD CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT WeSTERN EUROPE,

SAILING FROM SOUTHAMPTON OCTOBER |2 FOR THE UN I TED STATES.
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SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BRIDGE TO BE DOUBLE-DECKED
OLD RAILROAD STRUCTURE USED FOR HIGHWAY SINCE 1908

Contributed by the Bridge Division

The Bridge Division has recently cooperated with the State
Roads Commission of Maryland in the development of interesting
plans for increasing the capacity of the 3,273-foot bridge over
the Susquehanna River at Havre de Grace, Maryland.

The bridge, which is on the main State highway between
Philadelphia and Baltimore was built originally by the Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company, now a part of the
Pennsylvania System and was used as a railroad bridge until 1908.

In that year, the railroad company having completed a new ERlDGE,
THE OLD ONE WaS ACQUIRED BY A PRIVATE CORPORATION WHICH OPENED
it in 1910 as a toll bridge for highway traffic. so great was
the traffic and so high the toll charged that the company quickly
recovered the purchase price and the structure came to be known as

the gold-mine bridge.

In 1923 it was purchased by the State Roads Commission for

$585,000 and the tolls, since collected by the state have now
paid off the purchase price. it had been the intention of the

State Commission to discontinue the collection of tolls this year;

but in view of the decision to increase its traffic capacity it

is now announced that collections will be continued for another
year during which time it is anticipated that they will amount

to $200,000.

The present bridge has a 13-foot roadway except on the

draw span which has a width of 20 feet. the majority of the

truss spans, each about 253 feet long, were built from 1870 to
1880 for a light railroad load. the draw span was built in

19 10 for highway loads. the pivot pler and one of the rest
piers were rebuilt at the same time.

Three possible ways of increasing the capacity of the
bridge have been considered as follows:

1. Spreading the trusses of the fixed spans to provide

a 20-foot roadway.

2. Making provision for hanging a single roadway outside
of the trusses on both sides.

3. Double-decking the structure





SKETCH SHOWING
SUGGESTED METHOD OF DOUBLE DECKING

THE HAVRE DE GRACE BRIDGE
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The third scheme, which is favored by our bridge
engineers, it is thought can be executed without serious inter-
ruption of traffic. the height of the trusses center to center
of plns is 35 feet. the present floor system uses 6 feet 8

inches of this height so that jn order to provide sufficient
headroom for two roadways it will be necessary to rearrange
the present stringers and drop the roadway. wlth stringers
headed into the present floor beams and a 6- inch floor on

top of them it will ee possible to lower the present floor

about 3 feet 4 inches, and ey introducing new combined floor
beams and sway frames midway of the height of the trusses and
new sway frames at the top, to provide for two roadways with

14-foot headroom, as shown in figure |, which is a sketch pre-

PARED by the Bureau.

as the trusses were des ! gned to carry railroad loads the

Bureau and State engineers are convinced that they will carry
the increased dead load of this arrangement without serious
impairment of their li\'e~load capacity, provided the floors are

both made relatively light. the construction suggested con-

sists of 6-lnch timber strip floors and steel traffic treads.

a new double—deck draw span will be provided of a type

similar to that represented in figure 2. as shown in the

photograph of the present bridge, figure 3, the new railroad
bridge is very close to the highway bridge, and when the two

draws are opened 5 t !s necessary that the trusses of the highway
span shall pass under those of the railroad, this necessitates
the type of draw shown in figure 2 or some similar arrangement .

the arrangement suggested by the bureau permits the simultaneous
opening of the two draws by cutting down the depth of the highway
trusses at the ends and providing for the dropping of the ra ! l or

rail and cur3 combined when the bridge is opened.

t'he present roadway at the east approach passes under the

Pennsylvania Railroad about 300 feet from the end of the highway
eridge. |n order to keep the present headroom it will probably
be necessary to lower the present highway bridge by dropping the

east end of the east span or possibly both ends of it and the

east end of the second span slightly.

At the west approach a similar lowering of the end of the

bridge may be necessary although other plans more favorable for

the handling of a large volume of traffic are under consideration.









Fig. 3 - The present highway sricge over the Susquehanna River

at Havre de Grace, Mo., with the new railroad brsdse

behind it. The necessity that the draw or the new

DOUBLE-DECKED HIGHWAY BRIDGE SHALL °ASS UNDER THAT

OF THE RAILROAD BR I OGE WHEN BOTH ARE OPEN CONTROL©

THE OESIGN OF THE NEW SPAN.





PAVING FOR RAILROAD GRADE CROSSINGS

CONTR I DUTED BY C. S. JaRVIS, DIVISION OF DESIGN

a recent inquiry referred to the division of design had
to do with standard paving practice for railroad grade crossings,

Due to the great variety of conditions to be encountered,
such as character of subsoil and traffic, maximum wheel loads,

and contiguous paving, it is difficult to define just what con-
stitutes best practice. as well might one inquire concerning
the preferable typical cross section for a highway. local and

traffic conditions are essential elements of the problem; and
there are numerous designs from which to choose. characteristics
required for a satisfactory paving at grade crossings include.*

1. Resistance to vibration
2. Ease of maintenance and renewal

3. Immunity to sudden failure
4. Smooth riding surface
5. Moderate cost
6. Minimum interruption to traffic

The material most commonly used for grade crossings prior
to the last decade was timber. typical sections were 4 by 8

inch or 5 by 10 inch planks , spiked to the cross-ties. one of
the chief defects proved to be their tendency to decay and warp.
This suggested the various expedients of treating with creosote
or other preservatives; adopting laminated flooring of 2 BY 4
inch or 2 by 6-lnch laid on edge and spiked together in sections?
fastening to the ties with lag-screws instead of ordinary splkesj

adding a bituminous mat as a wearing surface; or substituting a

composition block or slab with a bituminous binder.

With the adoption of heavier rail sections and wheel loads
during the past decade, the use of stone products has largely
displaced timber, especially where the volume of traffic is great.

In general, each municipality has its own PRESCRIBED
STANDARD PAVING FOR TRACK CROSSINGS. TH I S MAY VARY FROM GRANITE
BLOCKS OR BRICK ON A CONCRETE BASE TO BITUMINOUS MACADAM OR ROCK

ASPHALT ON A COMPACTED CRUSHED-STONE BASE.
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to prevent wheels or horses' hoofs from wedging in the
flange groove, and to limit lateral displacement of sem i

—plast i

c

pavements, it is customary to use either a patented metal strip
or a medium weight of old rail section turned on its side as

shown in the accompanying sketch ( fl g . l).

What are known as "concrete planks" or pre-cast reinforced
concrete slabs have been used with varying degrees of success in

several instances. ( concrete , march , 1919, page ||4j precast

Slabs for Railway Crossings.)

Wherever the railroad or highway construction department

is left to Its own devices, It is observed that either a road

oil, a cold-mix bituminous concrete, or a rock-asphalt wearing

surface on a compacted crushed-stone base is likely to be adopted

if the materials are available at moderate prices.

Special conditions may warrant the use of either concrete

or timber planks, with or without a bituminous wearing surface.

For exceptionally heavy duty, wme use of granite block or erick

ON A SAND cushion supported by a concrete base JS warranted.

Recently the h I gh-alumi na, quick-setting cement concrete has

been used for patching as well as for original construction.

Present practice of several railway companies under average

conditions, where left to their own choice, seems to favor either

bituminous macadam, bituminous concrete, or rock asphalt on a

suitable base of compacted crushed stone, or on a rlgld concrete
base completely enveloping the ties.

it is of primary importance to have the subgrade well

drained, thoroughly compacted, and stabilized before placing the

pavement for a grade crossing, for the pressures transmitted by

locomotives and heavy trucks are unusually frequent and severe

under the intersection, due both to impact and to accommodating
the two lines of traffic.

Occasionally a motorist is happily surprised by the smooth-

RlDlNO QUALITIES OF A GRADE CROSSING, If HIS CURIOSITY CAUSES

HIM TO STOP AND EXAMINE THE PAVEMENT, HE W J LL L J KELY FIND THAT

THE HIGHWAY GRADE CONFORMS TO THE PLANE OF THE R A I L—HEADS EVEN

THOUGH SUPERELEVATED ON A CURVE; THE GROOVES FOR THE FLANGES OF

THE RAILROAD CAR-WHEELS ARE NO LARGER THAN REQUIRED, AND THE

RAILS, TIES, AND SUBGRADE ARE SO WELL SELECTED AND PLACED AS TO

ALLOW NO VISIBLE MOVEMENT UNDER THE PASSING TRAINS.
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PAYMENT FOR OVERHAUL OF SURFACING MATERIAL NOT AUTHORIZED
UNLESS PROVIDED FOR IN STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

Contributed by the Legal Division.
i

The standard specifications for forest road construction
provide that the 31 d price per cubic yard for rock or gravel
surfacing shall be full compensation for furnishing, hauling amd
placing all materials, and for equipment, tools, labor, and
incidentals necessary to complete the work* no item for over-
haul of surfacing material (except possibly for binder material,
when specified) is included in the standard form. th i s is true
also of a number of standard specifications issued by the states
for Federal-aid work. Sometimes the drawings or plans showing
the layout of a proposed project i n d ' cate sources of material,
or gravel pits, which may be available to the contractor, and
may also specify what government borings indicate as to quantities
in gravel pits. th i s frequently g ! ves rise to an assumption on
the part of the contractor that the government guarantees the

ind'cated gravel pits to contain a sufficient quantity of accept-
able material to complete the project in accordance wjth the

requirements of the contract. the engineer in charge for the

Government may feel that such is the case and verbally lead the

contractor to believe that he will be compensated for overhaul
IN CASE THE PITS SHOWN ON THE PLANS PROVE INADEQUATE. If THE

CONTRACTOR ENCOUNTERS DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING A SUFFICIENT SUPPLY
OF SURFACING MATERIAL UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES AND IS REQUIRED
TO MAKE LONG HAULS WHICH WERE NOT ANTICIPATED HE VERY LIKELY MAY
SUBMIT A CLAIM FOR THE ADDITIONAL HAUL, In SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES
the engineer may feel that there ]s at least a moral obligation
imposed upon the Government to make payment of such claims.

If we bear in mind the simple rule that where a contract
IS IN writing it is presumed in legal contemplation to embody the

final and entire agreement between the parties, that agents of
the Government have no authority to alter the legal effect of a

written instrument, much embarrassment might be saved. The
standard forms require the bidder to examine carefully the site

of the work and to satisfy himself as to the conditions to be

encountered, the character, quality, quantities of work to be

performed and the materials to be furnished. under paragraph
2 of the forest road contract form the contractor agrees that
he has oetained full information regarding the laeor and materials
to be furn:shed by personal investigation and research, and not

from the estimates of the engineer, and that no claim will be



I I
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made against the united states ey reason of estimates, tests, or

representations of any officer or agent of the united states.

The Comptroller has held that the presence of the record
of test eorlngs on the plans can not be held to be a warranty
of quantities by the government; that under no circumstances
can an executed contract legally be amended for the purpose of
authorizing payment to the contractor 0 f an amount to wh 1 ch he

WAS NOT ENTITLED UNDER THE TERMS OF HIS ORIGINAL CONTRACT. It

is important, therefore, in dealing with contractors, that
Government agents keep In mind that difficulties in the perform-
ance of A contract, however unforeseen they may be, will not
excuse the contractor, and that such difficulties will not

justify a claim for the payment of an amount above that specified
in the proposal. where the contract provides for gravel in

place at a price fixed by the e 1 dder in his proposal, the
exhaustion of the material sites shown on the government plans,

in the absence of express language to the contrary, can not

legally form the easis of an additional claim.

HINTS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS

Contributed ey J. K. Hillers, Photographer, Editorial Division

The films received at the Bureau *s photographic laboratory
for development show clearly that many of the engineers who are
taking photographs are falling short of the eest results largely
because of a fa i lure to follow a few simple rules.

this fundamental rule may generally be followed with
safety: The farther the sueject is from the camera the more
should the exposure be cut down; and vice versa.

Never try to hold the camera In the hand for any exposure
longer than | j

25 of a second.

Remember that concrete roads and eridges reflect more light
than almost any other sueject ; and cut down the aperture
ACCORD I ngly .



\
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remem3er also to adjust the lens opening to the season
of the year. the opening should be gfvja'llest in summer, larger
in fall and spring, and largest in winter when the light is weak
and yellow.

Photographs of moving objects should never be given an

exposure longer than 1/50 of a second . |n summer the opening
SHOULD BE 16, !F t HE SUN IS SHINING BRIGHTLY, LARGER IF THE DAY
is overcast and proportionately larger for both conditions in

spring, fall and winter.

Above all remember this: The trouble with most 3ad
photographs is the result of failure to study light. our photo-
graphs can ee much improved if every engineer whose duties require
him to use a camera will make a special endeavor to develop the
sense of light values, and this can be done by keeping a record
of light conditions, exposures, and openings used in making
photographs and studying the record in conjunction with the re-
sults obtained.

Just one more thought. If, In any negative sent to

Washington, there is reason to believe the photographer will not
readily perceive the central or most important object i n the

picture as it appears, a note concerning the purpose of the
photograph will be helpful in developing the best there is in the
negative. Sometimes prominent objects appear in the foreground
of pictures made primarily to show some other object perhaps
further removed from the camera. the photographer uses his
best judgment in bringing out what he understands to be the
PURPOSE OF THE PHOTOGRAPH. If THERE IS LIKELY TO BE SOME DOUBT
A WORD FROM THE PERSON MAKING THE EXPOSURE WILL BE HELPFUL.
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STATUS OF RESEARCH PROJECTS OF THE BUREAU

Contributed by the Divisions of Tests, Control, and
Highway Transportation and Economics.

This listing of the status of current highway research
projects conducted by the bureau alone or in cooperation with

other agencies has been compiled to acquaint members of the
Bureau with the trend of the work and make known possible sources

of techn'cal data. practically all of the projects are being

carried on under the direction of the dlvlslonsof tests, control,

and Highway Transportation and Economics, and the list which

follows is subdivided under the names of the three divisions
responsible for the respective projects.

DIVISION OF TESTS

Research on Bituminous Materials and Methods of TestIng.-
an extensive i m vest » gat j on is under way which has for its object
the development of apparatus for testing the stab i l i t y of bitumi-
nous paving mixtures. an instrument has been devised which
SIMULATES VERY CLOSELY THE SHOVING EFFECT OF HEAVI LY-lOADED T 1 RES
on bituminous pavements and this instrument is at present being
used for the purpose of testing sections of surface mixtures
taken from the circular track at arlington.

Also under way, In cooperation with the Committee of Tests
and Investigations, American Association of State Highway Officials,
is a series of tests involving the testing of compressed
cylindrical specimens of bituminous mixtures at 140° f. , 77° f.»

AND 39° F. In these tests the RELATIVE STABILITY of specimens
AT THE SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE IS DETERMINED BY MEASURING THE
DE FORMAT! ON WHICH TAKES PLACE UNDER STATICALLY APPLIED LOADS AND
IMPACTS

.

Laboratory tests of certain types of bituminous materials
are being carried on j n connection with the development of the

spec i

f

i cat ' ons for bituminous materials for the federal specifica-
tions boakd.

An extensive survey of roads !S in progress in THE FAR

western States, the results of which a;ll be used in the develop-
ment OF AN I NTERMEO \ ATE—COST BITUMINOUS SURFACE SUITABLE FOR THAT
SECT I ON
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Research on Nonb ituminous Road Materials ano Methods
of Testing.- One of the current investigations has for its

object the development of an abrasion test for coarse aggregate
WHICH MAY BE USED FOR BOTH BROKEN STONE AND GRAVEL. It IS HOPED
that the present investigation will develop a test which will
put the two materials on an equal basis so that identical speci-
fication requirements may be written for both types of aggregates.

The laboratory is also engaged in a study of methods for

determining the quality of fine aggregate for concrete. the

object is to develop a test for the quality of sands which may
be substituted for the present unsatisfactory strength-r at 1 0 test.
This investigation is being made in cooperation with the Committee
on Tests and Investigations of the American Association of State
Hi ghway Officials.

Efforts are also being made to develop apparatus for determ
ining the resistance of concrete to direct tension in the design
of roads, a property of the material of special pertinence in the
design of roads. the program of tests under way contemplates the
determination of various factor© which affect the tensile strength
of concrete as well as the determination of the relation between
tensile strength, compressive strength and modulus of rupture.

a study of various methods for determining the transverse
strength of concrete is in progress for the purpose of standard-
izing a method of test. at present there are no stanoards in

force governing either the dimensions of the test specimens or
the method of loading in this type of test.

The Bureau is also working, eoth separately and in

cooperation with the state highway laboratories, on tests which
have for their object the establishment of the relation between
the strength of portland cement as determined by the usual routine
tests and the strength of the concrete in which it is used.
These tests are of special significance in view of the current

ag ! t at i on in favor of a high-test portlano cement for use in

concrete road construction.

a very elaborate series of tests is being conducted for

the purpose of studying the effect of type and quality of coarse
aggregate on the resistance of concrete to repeated frost action.

Concrete beams in which various types and grades of crushed stone,

gravel and e last — furnace slag are used as coarse aggregate are

being alternately frozen and thawed, their general condition
noted, and their strength determined at various stages.
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A SERIES OF FIELD TESTS HAS BEEN STARTED IN WHICH SEVERAL
METHODS FOR CURING CONCRETE PAVEMENT SURFACES WILL EE COMPARED.
A SERIES OF CONCRETE SLABS, EACH 2 FEET W 5 DE AND 200 FEET LONG,

WILL BE CAST AND CUREO IN VARIOUS WAYS. THE EFFECT OF REINFORC-
ING ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSVERSE CRACKS IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
WJLL ALSO BE STUDIED. TH I S PROBLEM IS ALSO BEING STUDIED IN

COOPERATION WITH THE STATES OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA THROUGH THE
OBSERVATION OF EXPERIMENTAL CONCRETE PAVEMENTS CURED IN VARIOUS
WAYS.

Methods of protecting concrete against the action of
alkali and salt water are being studied with special reference
to the use of water-gas tar.

a study of the water—cement—rat i o method of proportioning
concrete with particular reference to its use in concrete paving
mixtures is being carried on with the state of new jersey under
a cooperative agreement. tests for crushing strength and
modulus of rupture are being made on concrete designed to have
a certain strength, using crushed stone and gravel of various
gradat ions.

Cooperative fatigue tests of mortar and concrete, and
tests of the expansion and contraction of concrete subject to
various moisture and temperature conditions are under way at
Purdue University.

IN COOPERATION WITH IoWa STATE COLLEGE STUDIES ARE BEING
made of the strength of culvert pipe in actual fl lls and a study
of the relative economy of various types of roao improvement.

a study of the distribution of earth pressures on con-
crete, wrought-iron, and cast-iron p 1 pe , including a comparison
of the behavior of the plpe under f i lls with its behavior in the
standard laboratory test, is in progress at the university of
North Carolina in cooperation with the Bureau.

Field and laboratory studies of subgrades and subgrade
materials are under way at oh i o state university, also under a

cooperative agreement with the bureau.

The South Carolina State Highway Department is cooperating
in a study of var 1 ous methods for surface treating earth roads
with bituminous materials; and tests of methods of treating sub-
grade materials under concrete pavements, with special reference
to the black waxy soil of texas are in progress under cooperative
agreement between the texas state highway department and the bureau.
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Other tests now under way in cooperation with the
University of Maryland look to the development of apparatus
and methods for determining the tensile strength of concrete,
Including the modulus of elasticity in tension; and, in coopera-
tion with the Kansas State Agricultural College, *n effort is

being made to determine the effect of various types of road
surface on t i re wear

•

Research on Subgrades. - The most active investigation
IS that which has for Its purpose the study of the relation
BETWEEN THE CRITICAL MOISTURE CONTENT WITH RESPECT TO BEARING
POWER AND THE LOWER PLASTIC LIMIT OF THE SOIL. Th I S INVESTIGA-
tion also includes the study of the relation between plasticity
and volume change,

field observations of the relation between road surface
condition and types of su3grade are now being carr ; ed on in

cooperation with the states of virginia and texas, and other
extensive surveys with the same purpose wjll probably be carried
on in cooperation with the various state highway departments.

Investigations in Road Design. - The motor truck impact
tests are being continued with special reference to the determ-
ination of the effect of the thickness of tread rubber on the

cushioning quality of various types of tires.

a study of the instrumentation used in the impact tests
is being made by both theoretical and experimental processes.

The effect of thickness of vitrified paving brick on the
resistance of erlck pavements to traffic has been under investi-
gation for some time. th 1 s work has been carried on at the
circular track at arlington and the field work is completed.
The data obtained have been analyzed and a report appears In the
September issue of PUBLIC ROADS.

Bridge Tests. - Tests of two experimental bridge slabs
constructed for the purpose of determining the value of the
design used in the construction of floor slabs of the philadelphia
Camden bridge have been completed. The experimental data
obtained are now being analyzed and will shortly be reported.

VibrolIthjc Concrete Tests. - The one-year tests of
vlbrollthlc and normal concrete slabs were completed during
the first two weeks of september . as before, the tests were





ESSENTIALLY BEAM TESTS OF SLABS 3 FEET WIDE AND 6 FEET LONG,

SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND LOADED AT THE THIRD POINTS. EIGHTY OF
THESE SPECIMENS WERE INCLUDED IN THE ONE-YEAR TESTS, FORTY OF
EACH TYPE OF CONCRETE, FOUR DIFFERENT MIXES TO EACH TYPE AND
TEN SPECIMENS OF EACH Mix.

the data from these tests have not yet been analyzed
but it is expected that a complete report will be ready for

publication in the near future.

Since the publication of the progress report on these
tests, cores have been drilled from the tested slabs « some of
these have been subjected to freezing and others will be tested
in compression at the age of one year.

Fielo Studies of Land Slides in West Virginia and Ohio. -
The study of land slides in relation to highway location, con-
struction and maintenance In West Virginia and Ohio includes
both field and laboratory investigations. a preliminary report
will be issued in a short time.

Unit Cost Studies of Construction. - The program of
unit cost studies carried on by the division of control may be

outlined as follows:

DIVISION OF CONTROL

Grading .

4.

5.

2.

3.

Fresno - preliminary report published and
study being continued.

Wheel scraper - preliminary report published
and study being continued.

Elevating grader - preliminary report pub-
lished AND STUDY BEING COMPLETED,

Power shovel - study in progress.
Other studies - not yet undertaken.

B. Surfacing.

1. Concrete pavement - preliminary report pub-
lished AND STUDY BEING CONTINUED.

2. Other surfaces and pavements - to follow.
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C. Structures - not yet undertaken.

D. Manual laeor studies - not yet undertaken.

The above can be classed under the general head of studies
of unit cost. Especial emphasis is laid on the practical
application of cost analysis in actual construction. instead
of using the t |me—honored basis of unit cost in terms of dollars
and cents, these studies are practically all based on the units
of time required for the performance of the various operations.
Since the accomplishment of men, teams, or machines under similar
conditions differs but little with place or prices, the determi-
nations provide a basis which )s applicable, first for a direct
comparison and study of efficiency of operation in all of its

ramifications, and second, ey the application of the prevailing
prices of labor

, materials, etc., for rational estimating and
bidding. This procedure is capable of being extended to

practically all sections and conditions,

The FIRST WORK, BEGUN IN 1923, was largely LIMITED TO THE
study of ordinary grading with fresnoes and wheelers. in course
of time it was found that fairly definite standards of performance
could ee established for each of the various operations under any
given set of conditions. experience has since shown that, by means
of these standards, the efficiency at which any given outfit is

operating can readily be determined, and the causes of low
efficiency in operation can be pointed out and generally remedied.
This has been repeatedly demonstrated in the field where outfits
operating below the standards shown to be possible elsewhere under
similar conditions, have increased their daily output as a re-
sult of our suggestions by from i 0 to 50 per cent with little or

no addition to their daily cost of operation.

These cost studies are therefore being extended so as to
cover practically all the present general methods of earth moving,
such as power scrapers, elevating graders and power shovels,
together with their auxiliary equipment* such studies and the
application of the results in developing production are now in

PROGRESS OR H AVE RECENTLY BEEN UNDER WAY IN NeW YORK , PENNSYLVANIA,
MICHIGAN, MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS, THUS COVERING AN AREA
SUFFICIENT TO PREVENT UNDUE STRESS BEING PLACED ON LOCAL CON-
DITIONS AND MAKING POSSIBLE A MORE EXACT DETERMINATION OF THE
ACTUAL EFFECT OF LOCAL CONDITIONS AND PECULIARITIES.
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Early last year similar studies were extended to con-
crete ROAD CONSTRUCTION WJTH EQUALLY GRATIFYING RESULTS.
Standards of performance have deen found for many of the opera-
tions AND THE PERFORMANCE LIMITS OF MAWY TYPES OF EQUIPMENT
HAVE BEEN DETERMINED, AS WELL AS THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS METHODS
OF OPERATION, THE ) R POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS. METHODS
FOR THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS THUS FOUND TOWARD
INCREASING THE OUTPUT UNDER VARIED OPERATING CONDITIONS ARE NOW
BEING DEVELOPED IN MICHIGAN, MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS. In

CONNECTION WJTH THIS WORK FURTHER STUDIES ARE ALSO BEING CARRIED
ON TO DETERMINE THE RELATIVE EFFECT ON STANDARDS OF PRODUCTION OF
VARIOUS AUXILIARY OR ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENTS AND METHODS, SUCH AS

THE EFFECT ON THE UNIT COST OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT, OF THE USE OF
LIGHT AND HEAVY TRUCKS, OR INDUSTRIAL RAILWAYS FOR HAULING
AGGREGATES, AND THE VARIOUS METHODS OF HANDLING SUCH EQUIPMENT
AND MATER I ALS.

THE UNIT COST STUDIES RELATING TO EARTH MOVING AND CON-
CRETE ROAD CONSTRUCTION WILL BE CONTINUED DURING THE REMAINDER
OF THIS YEAR AND BY NEXT SEASON THE WORK WILL BE EXTENDED SO AS

TO INCLUDE SEVERAL OTHER TYPES OF SURFACING AS WELL AS STRUCTURES
AND ROCK WORK.

DIVISION OF HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION AND ECONOMICS

State Hjghway Transport Surveys. - The first general
purpose of the State highway transport surveys is to secure the
traffic data necessary to establish a DEFINITE plan of highway
Improvement based on the present and expected future traffic
significance of the various highways in the State. The second
major purpose is to establish a classification of all the high-
ways on the basis of the i r relative traffic importance. from
this may be determined the order of improvement and the distri-
bution of construction and maintenance funds over the system

.

the third major purpose has for its objective the selection of
the most economical type of improvement for each highway.

Status of Highway Transportation Surveys Now in Progress. -

Pennsylvania - 90 per cent completed
Ohio - 75 per cent completed
Vermont - 5 per cent completed
New Hampshire - 5 per cent completed

Studies of the Effect of Highway Improvements on Rural Land

Values. - A series of three investigations is being carried on to

measure the net value of the various types of highway improvement

per acre of rural land. the land evaluation report in lowa is 95
per cent completed, and that for wisconsin half finished.
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UNITED STATES DEFAE1MENT OF AGRICULTURE
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS

Division of Control.

GASOLINE TAX RATES, BY STATES
As of August 1 , 1926

Tax Rate Per Gallon and Dates Rate Shown Was Effective.

5 cents ('2 States )

3/23/25 South Carolina
2/21/26 Kentucky

U-1/2 cents (1 State)

3/10/26 Virginia

U cents ( 5 States)
l/l/2U Arkansas
6/6/25 Florida
U/l/26 Mississippi
2/21/25 North Carolina
U/l/25 Nevada

3-1/2 cents (3 States)

S/26/25 Georgia
U/l/25 Utah
7/1/25 West Virginia

3 cents (9 States)

6/9/23
3/1/25
U/l/25

7/11/25
3/17/25
3/23/25
5/2U/23

3/10/25
2/9/25

Arizona
Idaho
Indiana
Maine
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota
Tennessee

d cents vcl oloies at u. v.;

i/i lot m.1 aoama

7 / K~\ f Ol I /*\ 1 /"\ V* Cfc /4 AuOlOrftQO

7/1/25 uonnec uicui
1 i / oh Delaware

JJ4. 9 « 1 lb w Ol wUIUUIUXH

H/ 1 0/ <f5 10 We.

5/1/2?
If n t"i 4« A M&ansas
irfOUx s xana

1/1/2U Maryland

1/29/25 Michigan

5/1/25 Minnesota

1/1/25 Misscuri

Jty 1/23 Montana

Vl/25 Nebraska
1/1/2U New Hampshire

fl JiKl JJtiJLO i>a

U/lg/25 Ohio

7/1/23 Pennsylvania
2/26/25 Vermont
U/l/25 Wisconsin
1/1/2U Washington

1 cent ( 2 States)

5/30/25 Rhode Island
6/1U/23 Texas

No tax (U States)

2-1/2 cents (1 State)
U/l/25 Wyoming

Illinois
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York.
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